Caution: Please read this instruction carefully before operating your vehicle. Fail to do this might void your warranty.
In order to package the go-kart better, the chain adjustor is loosen by packaging for shipment. The customer should adjust the chain before driving. In this instruction the process of chain adjustment is detailed introduced:

1. For the new purchased go-kart, the customer should only tighten the **nut of chain adjustor** to adjust the rear chain. The initial adjustment of chain has been carried out before delivery. The tension of chain adjustment is required between 15-20mm.

2. If after step 1 tightening the nut of chain adjustor the chain is still too loose or too tight, **another nut at the underpart of chain adjustor** must be adjusted accordingly.
3. After the go-kart has been driven for a while, the drive chain on clutch will be loosen and should be readjusted. At first, four bolts fixing the engine on mount plate have to be loosen until the engine can be moved. Then, adjust the chain adjusting bolt at the front side of engine to tighten the chain to an appropriate tension. At last, after adjusting screw the four bolts tightly.
Before driving please make sure that all parts are fixed after adjusting and read the user manual of TrailMaster MINI Go-kart carefully, you will be given with important safety information and advices.

Thanks a lot for choosing TrailMaster MINI Go-kart.
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